
DATABASE, INFRASTRUCTURE AND APPLICATION SUPERVISION MODULE.

Based on innovative technologies, Zen Conseil has developped its own DBMS           
supervision tool.

Presentation of the tool
ZenGuard is the key element of our services 
offers (database & infrastructure monitoring ; 
Enterprise workflow monitoring, proactive 

support) but it is also  really useful for our 

consultant when doing technical audit.  

Despite a detailed supervision with hundreds of 
key indicators and metrics collected, this tool 
allows to access to a very modular alert system 
in case of incident.

Database, infrastructure, application, they all 
can be monitored with one single tool.

Zen Conseil expertise
A technology developed by Zen Conseil.

We took open source tools that were already 
efficient and we have added our expertise with 
a datamodel and a collection flow made by 
Zen Conseil.

Our teams bring on monthly basis updates and 
new functionalities to allow ZenGuard to evolve 
and to offer you more and more services.

In addition to giving more visibility, ZenGuard 
is also capable of giving you short term trends 
on KPI of your choice based on the historical 
stocked.

Zenguard’s Benefits
To allow your teams to anticipate problematics 
that you may face in the future.

Finally, in addition to the tool, our consultants  
have developed a client interface that is simple 
and user - friendly in order to allow you to 
exploit and manage at best the resources of 
ZenGuard.

  Personalized Metrics and dashboard creation

  A higher level of performance than the others 
monitoring tools on the market.

  Monthly Automatic reporting or on demand

   Efficient technologies in the service 
of Zen Conseil supervision.

Its objective is simple: to give you the best detailed vision in real time of your        
information system while enhancing your data.



ZenGuard UI 

An interface to allow you to manage 
and exploit with the best way your 
supervision tool ZenGuard.

MSSQL, MYSQL, Oracle, 
PostgreSQL, MariaDB

Technologies that can be monitored by our 
tool are numerous.
It is also possible to add new ones on 
demand.

Here are some key numbers        
relative to ZenGuard during its   
daily utilization.

1 250 000 000 measures that are preserved per 
consol / month.

210 000 number of hours of historical data.

250 Monitored Servers.

Personalize your supervision and your tool...

ZenGuard and its dashboards can be personalized based on your requirements.
Finally, the custom - made is possible to benefit from specific screens to your company or department.



Thanks to 17 years of experience within the 
database sector, Zen Conseil is a consulting 
company composed by high qualified experts.

We like to offer you custom made services at 
a time when data have a crucial impact on 
businesses.

Our objective is to help you to gain the best from 
your data.

Video conference 
presentation
We can do live presentation of our 
supervision tool ZenGuard in face-
to-face in your company’s office or 
through video conference.

Do not hesitate to contact us to plan 
the discovery of your future ZenGuard 
tool!
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CONTACT

230 avenue de Colmar
67100 Strasbourg
+33 (0)3 88 79 55 82
www.zen-conseil.com

Laurent Dufossé
Directeur 
ldufosse@zen-conseil.com         
+33 (0)6 16 49 37 92

Guillaume Schuler 
Commercial
gschuler@zen-conseil.com
+33 (0)6 84 18 61 93

Zen Conseil
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